1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Positive-stranded RNA (+RNA) viruses that belong to the order *Nidovirales* infect a wide range of vertebrates (families *Arteriviridae* and *Coronaviridae*) or invertebrates (*Mesoniviridae* and *Roniviridae*) ([@bib0110], [@bib0250]) and can have a significant economic and societal impact. For example, infections with the arterivirus (AV) porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus (PRRSV) have severely affected the swine industry for almost three decades now ([@bib0210], [@bib0375], [@bib0400]), whereas zoonotic coronaviruses (CoVs) have caused episodes of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) and Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) in humans ([@bib0195], [@bib0380]) and may do so again ([@bib0320]). Animal CoVs continue to emerge and cause great economic losses, as exemplified by the recent outbreaks of porcine deltacoronavirus and the porcine epidemic diarrhea virus (PEDV) in China and the United States ([@bib0080], [@bib0630], [@bib0680]). Genetically, the nidoviruses constitute a monophyletic group that is characterized by common ancestry of their key replicative enzymes and associated similarities in genome organization and expression ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} A) ([@bib0110], [@bib0255]). However, nidovirus genome sizes vary significantly, with AV genomes ranging from 13 to 16 kilobases (kb), mesonivirus genomes from 20 to 21 kb, and CoV genomes from 26 to 34 kb ([@bib0255]). It has been postulated that this size variation reflects a long history of gradual genome expansion, during which the different nidovirus lineages adapted to their specific niches by acquiring a range of novel functions, encoded by domains that were either incorporated as additional genes or integrated into the large nidovirus replicase gene ([@bib0255]).Fig. 1Nidovirus genome organization and the core replicase domains. (A) Genome organization of representatives of the four major nidovirus lineages (CavV, Cavally virus; GAV, gill-associated virus; note that the EAV genome is drawn to a different scale). For each genome, the known open reading frames (ORFs) are indicated with the replicase ORFs 1a and 1b depicted in grey and structural protein genes depicted in different colours. ORFs encoding 'accessory proteins' (in SARS-CoV) or poorly characterized products are depicted in white. To illustrate the principle of subgenomic mRNA synthesis, as employed by all nidoviruses, the nested set structure and composition of the mRNAs is summarized for SARS-CoV, with the common 5′ leader sequence indicated in red and the translated part of the genome and each of the subgenomic mRNAs depicted in green. See main text for more details. (B) Domain organization of the pp1ab replicase polyprotein for the four major nidovirus lineages (note that the AV protein is drawn to a different scale). Proteolytic cleavages and non-structural protein numbering are indicated for EAV and SARS-CoV. The scheme highlights the conservation of the so-called nidovirus 'core replicase', consisting of the ORF1a-encoded main protease (Mpro) flanked by two transmembrane (TM) domains, followed by the ORF1b-encoded NiRAN nucleotidyl transferase (NT), RNA polymerase (RdRp), zinc binding domain (Z) and superfamily 1 helicase (HEL1). Accessory (papain-like) protease domains and their cleavage sites are indicated for EAV and SARS-CoV (P1, P2, PLpro). The zinc-finger domain (F) in EAV nsp1 that is crucial for subgenomic mRNA synthesis (see text) is also highlighted. The C-terminal part of pp1ab encodes a number of enzymatic domains that are not strictly conserved among all nidovirus lineages: U, endoribonuclease, conserved in vertebrate nidoviruses; EN, exoribonuclease (ExoN) conserved in nidoviruses with genome sizes \>20 kb (see text); N7- and 2′-O methyl transferases (N7 and 2O) involved in cap modification (not identified in AVs).Fig. 1

In all nidoviruses, at least two-thirds of the capacity of the polycistronic genome is occupied by the two large open reading frames (ORFs; 1a and 1b) that together constitute the replicase gene ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A). Both ORFs are translated directly from the viral genome and briefly overlap where a −1 ribosomal frameshift directs the expression of ORF1b to facilitate the formation of an ORF1ab-encoded polyprotein (pp1ab). Cleavage of the pp1a and pp1ab polyproteins by multiple intrinsic protease activities, in combination with −1 and −2 frameshifting in the nsp2 coding region in most arteriviruses with the exception of equine arteritis virus (EAV), results in the production of 13 to 17 non-structural proteins (nsps) ([@bib0165], [@bib0285], [@bib0485], [@bib0690]). The common ancestry of the extremely diverged nidovirus lineages is primarily reflected in the conservation of an array of 'core replicase domains' ([@bib0185], [@bib0255], [@bib0490]), which is composed of two *trans*-membrane proteins, the viral main protease, and -- encoded downstream of the ORF1a/1b frameshift site -- the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp)- and helicase-containing subunits ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B), with the canonical RdRp domain residing in CoV nsp12 and AV nsp9. Nidovirus genomes are thought to have expanded gradually by gene duplication and the acquisition of novel domains ([@bib0255]). During this process, specific innovations may have enabled them to explore an unprecedented evolutionary space and adapt to a wide variety of host organisms, including mammals, birds, fish, insects and crustaceans. In particular, the general genome size restrictions of RNA viruses, commonly attributed to the poor nucleotide incorporation fidelity of the viral RdRp domain, may have been mitigated by the acquisition of compensatory enzymatic functions ([@bib0125], [@bib0145], [@bib0140], [@bib0185], [@bib0480]). Consequently, some nidovirus nsps contain a unique set of activities not seen in other +RNA viruses (discussed *e.g*. in Sections [8](#sec0040){ref-type="sec"} and [11](#sec0055){ref-type="sec"} in more detail). Imaging and biochemical characterization of nidovirus nsps have shown that they are targeted to specific virus-induced membrane structures (reviewed in ([@bib0200], [@bib0350], [@bib0600])) where they assemble into a so-called replication and transcription complex (RTC; see ([@bib0350], [@bib0490], [@bib0515]) for reviews).

The RNA-templated synthesis of new RNA by the viral RNA polymerase is arguably the key step in the infection cycle of all RNA viruses. In the case of nidoviruses and their polycistronic genomes, RNA synthesis entails not only genome amplification but also the synthesis of a nested set of subgenomic (sg) mRNAs ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A; reviewed in ([@bib0365], [@bib0430], [@bib0495]). The sg mRNAs serve to make the genes downstream of the nidovirus replicase ORFs 1a and 1b accessible for translation. These ORFs encode structural and so-called 'accessory' proteins, which are often dispensable for replication *in vitro*, but important for *e.g.* immune evasion and pathogenesis *in vivo* ([@bib0290], [@bib0620]). For the purpose of this review, we will refer to the process of sg mRNA synthesis as 'transcription'; the underlying mechanisms will be discussed in more detail in Section [10](#sec0050){ref-type="sec"}.

Each nidoviral sg mRNA is produced from a complementary subgenome-length template. Minus strand RNA synthesis can be either continuous (producing a full-length minus-strand template for genome replication) or discontinuous to produce the subgenome-length templates for the production of the sg mRNAs ([@bib0425], [@bib0435]). In addition to the overall RNA structure of the genome and transcription-specific protein factors, conserved transcription-regulatory sequences (TRSs) in the genomic template are thought to be the prime trigger and guiding elements that make the nidovirus RTC synthesize a subgenome-length rather than a full-length minus strand. Thus, the TRSs constitute one class of *cis*-acting RNA signals with which the nidovirus RTC needs to interact, although we note that this feature has mainly been addressed from the RNA side (*e.g.*, by site-directed mutagenesis of TRSs) ([@bib0135], [@bib0360], [@bib0685], [@bib0695]). The same essentially applies to the major *cis*-acting RNA elements that constitute the initiation sites for minus and plus strand RNA synthesis near the 3′ end of the plus and minus strand, respectively. Indeed, in both CoV and AV genomes, a number of primary and higher-order structural features have been identified and studied, including several RNA hairpins and pseudoknots. The importance of multiple of these elements is supported by bioinformatics (conservation), biochemical probing, and site-directed mutagenesis. For an overview of the structure and function of the RNA elements that have been implicated in CoV or AV replication and transcription, the reader is referred to detailed reviews that have been published elsewhere ([@bib0305], [@bib0315], [@bib0485], [@bib0495], [@bib0650]). However, it has remained largely unclear whether these elements interact with the RdRp domain-containing subunit directly or with other components of the RTC, as for example reported by Züst et al. who observed that second-site mutations in the small nsp8 and nsp9 subunits of the RTC could compensate for mutations in conserved RNA sequences near the genomic 3′ end of the murine hepatitis coronavirus (MHV) genome ([@bib0665]). In the case of the 5′-proximal domain of the genomic RNA (or its minus-stranded counterpart), functional studies have been complicated by the fact that RNA signals for replication, transcription, translation and (potentially) packaging may be overlapping and difficult to separate, both physically and functionally.

In this review, we will focus mainly on 'the protein side' of nidovirus RNA synthesis, and what is known about the initiation of RNA synthesis by nidovirus RNA polymerases. The ability of the nidovirus RTC to direct the various processes of RNA synthesis outlined above critically relies on the activity of a canonical RdRp domain, which resides in nsp12 in CoVs and in nsp9 in AVs. These replicase subunits, which also carry a unique and nidovirus-specific N-terminal extension, are believed to catalyse the nucleotide condensation reaction that drives replication and transcription. Given their pivotal role in viral replication and the efficacy of using polymerase inhibitors to combat other virus infections, AV nsp9 and CoV nsp12 are also considered an important target for rational drug design. Unfortunately, these nsps have remained refractory to structural analyses so far, but significant advances in our understanding of these enzymes and their co-factors have been made using bioinformatics, biochemical and molecular virological approaches, in particular for AVs and CoVs, as we will summarize below.

2. General features of nidovirus RNA polymerase subunits: two domains with distinct activities {#sec0010}
==============================================================================================

In all nidoviruses, the RdRp-containing subunit consists of at least two domains ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} A): a nidovirus-specific N-terminal domain is followed by a canonical RdRp domain occupying the C-terminal two-thirds of the protein ([@bib0175], [@bib0645]). Although the presence of this N-terminal extension was first recognized when the replicase polyprotein cleavage sites were predicted over 25 years ago ([@bib0175]), an enzymatic activity (nucleotidylation) was assigned to it only recently. The domain is now referred to as the nidovirus RdRp-associated nucleotidyltransferase (NiRAN) domain ([@bib0265]) ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B), and it will be discussed in more detail in Section [8](#sec0040){ref-type="sec"}. As the C-terminal border of NiRAN is difficult to define, yet another domain (approximately 50--175 amino acids for AV and CoV, respectively; [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A) may turn out to connect the NiRAN and RdRp domains ([@bib0265]).Fig. 2**Schematic representation of nsp12 from SARS-CoV and nsp9 from EAV**. A) The position of NiRAN (light grey), the RdRp domain (dark grey) and the respective motifs (white boxes; subscript "N" was added to NiRAN motifs to dicriminate them from RdRp motifs) are indicated in the figure. The exact C-terminal border of NiRAN, as well as the N-terminal border of the RdRp are not defined yet and are indicated with dashed lines. The position of ribosomal frameshifting is indicated with a triangle; translation of the preceding ORF1a products terminates shortly downstream the frameshift site (SARS-CoV nsp11 within 4 amino acids, EAV nsp8 within 1 amino acid, not indicated in the figure). NiRAN and RdRp motifs are displayed as white boxes in the figure, based on ([@bib0265]) for NiRAN motifs, and ([@bib0645]) (SARS-CoV) or ([@bib0030]) (EAV) for the RdRp motifs. Note that Motif D was not defined for EAV nsp9 in Beerens et al. and that the approximate position is indicated as a dashed box. The rulers indicate amino acid positions in the proteins. Question mark indicates part of the nsp that may represent a linking domain or a domain with an additional (unknown) function. B) Alignment of NiRAN motifs A, B and C from eight representative nidoviruses from all 4 families (Modified from ([@bib0265])). C) Alignment of RdRp motifs A, B and C from the same nidoviruses. Completely conserved residues are indicated in grey boxes. SARS-CoV, SARS coronavirus Frankfurt 1 (AY291315; *Coronaviridae*); MERS-CoV, Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus EMC/2012 (JX869059.2; *Coronaviridae*); GAV, Gill-associated virus (AF227196; *Roniviridae*); YHV, yellow head virus (EU487200; *Roniviridae*); CAVV, Cavally virus (HM746600; *Mesoniviridae*); MenoV, Meno virus (JQ957873; *Mesoniviridae*); PRRSV-1, porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome virus, European genotype (GU737264.2; *Arteriviridae*). EAV, Equine arteritis virus (DQ846750; *Arteriviridae*).Fig. 2

RdRp domains include six canonical conserved motifs, named A to F (Figs. [2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C and [3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A ), that are involved in template and substrate recognition and the catalysis of nucleotide condensation ([@bib0405], [@bib0565]). Nucleotide condensation particularly depends on motifs A and C, which assist in coordinating the two metal ions in the active site ([@bib0010], [@bib0565]). Nidovirus RdRp domains were first identified by sequence comparison with known RdRp domains from other virus groups, revealing an SDD sequence (instead of the usual GDD signature found in other positive-strand RNA virus RdRp domains) as the key residues of motif C ([@bib0115], [@bib0175], [@bib0475]) (residues 759-761 in SARS-CoV) and D618 and D623 as the conserved aspartate residues of motif A of SARS-CoV nsp12. These residues correspond with D445 and D450 in motif A and SDD at positions 559-561 in nsp9 of the AV prototype EAV. Two decades later, the mutational analysis of conserved RdRp domain residues confirmed that the catalytic aspartates of motifs A and C are important for RNA polymerase activity and viral RNA synthesis ([@bib0005], [@bib0275], [@bib0520], [@bib0550]). In addition to the essential RdRp domain motifs mentioned above, CoV nsp12 has a motif G, which is considered a signature sequence for primer-dependent RNA polymerases ([@bib0180], [@bib0645]). Remarkably, this motif is only partially conserved in the AV nsp9 ([@bib0030]).Fig. 3**Models of the nidovirus RdRps**. A) Structure of the FMDV RdRp (pdb [2E9R](pdb:2E9R){#intr0005}). In the top panel, conserved polymerase motifs A-F are indicated. In the bottom panel, the template entry, template exit and NTP entry channels are indicated. B) Models of the SARS-CoV nsp12 RdRp generated by Swiss-Model and Phyre2 superposed on the model 1O5S ([@bib0645]). All three models are based on the C-terminal polymerase domain and excluded the N-terminal NiRAN domain. All models show an overall similar fold. Differences exist in the fingers subdomain and surface loops of the thumb subdomain. C) Superposed models of the EAV nsp9 RdRp generated by use of I-TASSER, Swiss-Model and Phyre2. Overall, all three models show a very similar fold, with small differences in the fingers subdomain. D) Motifs of the polymerase domain of SARS-CoV nsp12 indicated on the structural model 1O5S ([@bib0645]). E) Motifs of the polymerase domain of EAV nsp9 that was generated using Phyre2. F) Key active site and fidelity residues indicated on the model of polymerase domain of SARS-CoV nsp12 1O5S.Fig. 3

A structural prediction for the SARS-CoV RdRp domain was published as early as 2003 ([@bib0645]) ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B), yet experimental studies to support this model have been greatly hampered by difficulties with attempts to stably express and purify CoV nsp12. As a result, the crystal structure of the CoV RNA polymerase remains to be solved and its biochemical characterization in a very early stage. Unfortunately, the situation is not much different for the AV RNA polymerase. Most of our current understanding of the structural and enzymatic features of the nidovirus RNA polymerase/RTC is based exclusively on studies with SARS-CoV, which was targeted by a number of laboratories following the 2003 outbreak.

3. Structural models of nidovirus RdRps {#sec0015}
=======================================

To date, no cryo-EM or crystallographic structures of CoV nsp12 or AV nsp9 are available. However, using sequence alignments, secondary structure predictions and homology modelling, the molecular structure of the nsp12 subunit of SARS-CoV ([@bib0645]) ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B) and MHV ([@bib0440]) has been predicted. In case of the former, a model could be reliably generated for its conserved RdRp domain, based on a careful alignment of amino acids 388--890 to known polymerase sequences ([@bib0645]); [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B. Similar structures for SARS-CoV nsp12 are predicted by online tools like Swiss-Model ([@bib0035]) and Phyre2 ([@bib0235]) ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B). However, no structural predictions are possible for the N-terminal domain of nsp12, which contains the NiRAN domain, and the C-terminal tail of the RdRp domain (amino acids 891--932 in SARS-CoV nsp12). Likewise, only the C-terminal RdRp domain of the AV nsp9 sequence can be modelled at present, as depicted in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}C for EAV.

An analysis of the predicted CoV RdRp domain architecture using three models ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B) revealed a right-handed fold that consists of thumb, palm and fingers subdomains, similar to known crystal structures of RdRp domains or complete RNA polymerases (shown for foot and mouth disease virus (FMDV) in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A). The models also predict the presence of a single-stranded (ss) RNA entry channel at the top of the polymerase and an NTP entry channel at the rear ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}). The duplex that is formed as the RNA polymerase catalyses nucleotide condensation, thus consisting of the nascent RNA product and the viral template, likely leaves the enzyme *via* a relatively wide exit channel at the front of the molecule. This predicted three-channel architecture would make the nidovirus RNA polymerase comparable to other +RNA-viral RNA polymerases, but different from the RNA polymerases of negative-stranded RNA viruses, which are believed to have separate exit channels for the template and nascent strand ([@bib0395], [@bib0420], [@bib0545]). Putative channels similar to those predicted for the CoV nsp12 RdRp domain can be seen in the models of the EAV nsp9 RdRp domain generated with the prediction tools Swiss-Model, Phyre2 and I-TASSER ([@bib0655]) ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}C), in line with earlier sequence analyses suggesting that the overall molecular architecture is conserved among nidovirus RdRp domains ([@bib0030]). In neither the CoV nor the AV RdRp domain model there is evidence for the presence of a priming-loop or similar initiation platform, which is typically required for *de novo* initiation on the 3′ terminus of the viral RNA ([@bib0565]). This is in line with the presence of (a partial) motif G (see above) and together these features may have important functional implications for the initiation of viral RNA synthesis.

In both the CoV nsp12 and EAV nsp9 RdRp domain models, the three substrate channels converge at the beta sheets of the palm subdomain. Here the catalytic aspartates of motifs A and C coordinate the catalytic ions that are essential for the nucleotide condensation reaction ([@bib0565]) ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}D and E). As described for other RdRp domains, the key lysine of motif D, which likely acts as general acid during catalysis ([@bib0055]), is located near the entrance of the NTP channel. Further functional predictions about the CoV RNA polymerase come from an alignment of a Phyre2-based molecular model of MHV nsp12 with the crystal structures of the RdRp domains of coxsackievirus B3 (CVB3) and poliovirus ([@bib0440]). In particular, this study identified V553 and M611 (homologs of SARS-CoV nsp12 residues V557 and M615, [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}F) as putative equivalents of the CVB3 RdRp residues I176 and I230, which are known to be involved in RdRp fidelity. Subsequent mutation of these residues to isoleucine (V553I) and phenylalanine (M611F) in the virus conferred resistance to 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) and 5-azacytidine (5-AZC), or 5-FU only, respectively ([@bib0440]).

4. *In vitro* RdRp activity of the CoV nsp12 {#sec0020}
============================================

The first published attempts to purify a CoV nsp12 employed an N-terminal GST-fusion with SARS-CoV nsp12, which yielded a recombinant protein with poor solubility and stability ([@bib0075]). Since then, advances have been made to improve the stability and yield of SARS-CoV nsp12 by using codon optimization, different purification tags at the N- or C-terminus, or the addition of an N-terminal, cleavable ubiquitin (ub) fusion partner (in combination with a C-terminal His~6~-tag) ([@bib0005], [@bib0520], [@bib0550]). Bacterial expression of the latter (*i.e*., ub-nsp12-His~6~) still resulted in an unstable protein, but co-expression of the ubiquitin protease Ubp1, which can hydrolyse the ub-nsp12 fusion site to produce a recombinant nsp12-His~6~ containing the natural nsp12 N-terminus, significantly improved its stability ([@bib0550]). The C-terminal His~6~-tag proved suitable to purify nsp12 from *E. coli* without a significant effect on the stability of the enzyme. Overall, these results suggested that, as for the poliovirus RNA polymerase 3D^pol^ ([@bib0570]), the N-terminus of nsp12 or, alternatively, the proper folding of the NiRAN domain which is not present in 3D^pol^, is important for the stability and possibly also the activity of nsp12 ([@bib0550]).

Analysis of the CoV nsp12 amino acid sequence using alignments and molecular modelling predicted that the enzyme lacks a priming loop or other initiation platform that would promote *de novo* initiation of RNA synthesis (see above). Since motif G, a presumed hallmark of primer-dependent polymerases ([@bib0180], [@bib0645]), was identified in the nsp12 sequence and structural model (Figs. [2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}A and [3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}B), it was assumed that a primer would be required for the initiation of RNA synthesis by nsp12. Studies from both Cheng et al. and te Velthuis et al. showed that the activity of recombinant SARS-CoV GST-nsp12 or nsp12-His~6~ was indeed primer-dependent in the presence of Mg^2+^ ([@bib0075], [@bib0550]). By contrast, Ahn et al. found that recombinant SARS-CoV nsp12 with an N-terminal His~6~-tag (His~6~-nsp12) required high concentrations of Mn^2+^. Under these conditions, the enzyme was also able to initiate *de novo* on homopolymeric templates and a sequence representing the 3′ terminus of the viral genome ([@bib0005]). Likewise, His~6~-nsp12 was able to synthesize relatively long RNA products in the presence of Mn^2+^ ([@bib0005]). The activity of nsp12-His~6~ on templates longer than 20 nucleotides was not tested ([@bib0550]). Curiously, the most recent study on recombinant SARS-CoV nsp12 (containing a C-terminal strep-tag) did not find any primer extension, *de novo* initiation activity, or binding (using 1 μM of nsp12-strep) to a primed RNA template ([@bib0520]). By contrast, the nsp12-His~6~ variant was found to bind RNA with an apparent Kd of ∼0.1 μM ([@bib0550]).

The limited reproducibility of these biochemical observations and the scant support for substantial processivity of nsp12 are in stark contrast with the fact that the CoV RNA polymerase is required to replicate and transcribe a ∼30-kb genome during infection. Technical differences between these studies (*e.g*. regarding the constructs and templates used) may have contributed to the mostly contradictory results. Nevertheless, together the observations teach us that the activity of nsp12 alone must be relatively weak and sensitive to the presence of purification tags, buffer conditions and the simplicity of the template. It is likely that CoV nsp12 requires additional factors that improve its RNA polymerase activity and there is indeed evidence that other nsps fulfil this role (see below) ([@bib0520]).

5. CoV nsp8: primase or not? {#sec0025}
============================

In a study aimed at finding putative interaction partners for nsp12, a second RNA polymerase activity was reported to be associated with SARS-CoV nsp8, a 22-kDa protein encoded in ORF1a ([@bib0220]). This activity, which would be unique among RNA viruses, was observed to initiate RNA synthesis in a primer-independent manner on templates containing cytidine-rich sequences *in vitro* and to generate products of approximately 6 nt in length ([@bib0220]). Together with the assumption based on comparative genomics that nsp12 is a primer-dependent RNA polymerase (see above), nsp8 was thus proposed to function as a primase, presumably generating the initiation substrate for nsp12.

In subsequent biochemical analyses, it was found that the N-terminus of SARS-CoV nsp8 modulates its oligomerization and polymerase activity ([@bib0560], [@bib0640]). Moreover, proteolytic cleavage of an inactive nsp8 containing an N-terminal ubiquitin- and C-terminal His~6~-tag showed that its nucleotide condensation abilities (*i.e*. *de novo* synthesis but also primer extension activity) can be activated by the removal of the terminal tags. These observations are in line with experiments showing that nsp8 appears to be largely inactive in the context of the precursor polyproteins nsp7-8 and nsp7-10 ([@bib0560], [@bib0640]) and together they suggest that the (faithful) processing of nsp8 can affect and potentially regulate the activity of nsp8 in the complexes in which it resides in infected cells. We note, however, that the ability of nsp8 to extend primer-template duplexes with \[α-^32^P\]ATP could not be confirmed in a subsequent study using a radiolabeled primer ([@bib0520]). The *de novo* RNA synthesis activity of nsp8 was not addressed in this study.

The structure of nsp8 alone is presently unknown, but it is likely that it forms oligomers based on gel shift, electron microscopy (EM) and gel filtration studies ([@bib0560], [@bib0675]). The involvement of conserved nsp8 residues in its polymerase activity has so far been probed in two *in vitro* studies ([@bib0220], [@bib0560]). In both studies, a conserved lysine (K58 in SARS-CoV) was found to be essential for polymerase activity and crucial for the binding of nsp8 to RNA ([@bib0220], [@bib0560]). Another conserved lysine (K82) and several, among *Coronavirinae* conserved aspartates, including a D/ExD/E motif with D50 and D52 as key residues in SARS-CoV nsp8, affected nsp8's ability to synthesize RNA *in vitro* ([@bib0220], [@bib0560]). The critical role of the above residues was substantiated, in part, by observations that nsp8 mutations D52A and K82A cripple SARS-CoV RNA synthesis in cell culture and that mutation K58A is lethal for the virus ([@bib0520]). However, nsp8 shares no structural homology with other primases or RNA polymerases (see Section [6](#sec0030){ref-type="sec"}), so in the absence of a tertiary structure of nsp8 bound to RNA and nucleotides, it is presently unclear how these putative active site residues may assist the nucleotide condensation activity of nsp8 *in vitro* ([@bib0220], [@bib0560]). Moreover, as for SARS-CoV nsp12, contradictory results have been obtained in the handful of nsp8 studies performed by different laboratories, which may have been due to differences in experimental design and/or the fact that nidovirus RdRps appear to be technically challenging proteins. Unfortunately, we therefore have to conclude that the question whether nsp8 functions as primase still remains wide open. In the next section, we will elaborate on the role of nsp8 as a cofactor for RNA replication by nsp12 in more detail.

6. The RNA polymerase activity of nsp12 and the role of nsp8 as co-factor: the nsp7**+8+12 tripartite complex** {#sec0030}
===============================================================================================================

In 2005, the SARS-CoV 22-kDa nsp8 was shown to form a ring-like complex together with the 12-kDa nsp7 ([@bib0675]) ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"} A--C). This complex consisted of 8 copies of each subunit, oriented such that the inner cavity of the ring was positively charged and capable of binding RNA ([@bib0675]) ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}A). Given the structural similarity of this hexadecamer to the eukaryotic PCNA sliding clamp and the β-subunit of the *E. coli* DNA polymerase III, it was proposed that it could function as a processivity factor for the RNA polymerase function of nsp12 ([@bib0675]). Interestingly, nsp7 and nsp8 from the distantly related feline coronavirus (FCoV) were found to form a different nsp7+8 complex in which nsp7 and nsp8 form a heterotrimer consisting of 2 copies of nsp7 and 1 copy of nsp8 ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}D) ([@bib0640]). Although the heterotrimer was found to be the most likely complex in solution, it may be possible that this trimer forms higher order structures, as it can self-interact under crystallization conditions and form a heterohexamer ([@bib0640]). Together with the observations from Zhai et al., this suggests that the nsp7+8 complex is relatively plastic and that it may perform multiple functions. Indeed, several nsp7+8 complexes have been observed across a number of experiments and studies ([@bib0560], [@bib0640], [@bib0675]). Alternatively, the difference between the various nsp7+8 complex structures can be attributed to the position of the purification tags, the genetic background of the protein (FCoV versus SARS-CoV) or the crystallization procedures ([@bib0640]).Fig. 4**The structure of the CoV nsp7-8 complex**. A) The hollow hexadecameric ring of the SARS-CoV nsp7-8 complex has a positively charged channel (blue surface shading) that is likely important for RNA binding. The outside of the hexadecamer is predominantly negatively charged (red surface shading). B) The SARS-CoV nsp8 crystal structure (pdb [2AHM](pdb:2AHM){#intr0010}) resembles a 'golf club\' with a long stick at the N-terminus (N) and a head-like shape at the C-terminus (C). The nsp8 structure can adopt two conformations, here shaded green (nsp8-I) and orange (nsp8-II). C) In the hexadecamer each of the two nsp8 structures is present four times and complemented by eight nsp7 subunits that act as mortar. Two orientations of the nsp7 subunit are indicated (orange and green). D) The FCOV heterotrimeric nsp7-8 complex (pdb [3ub0](pdb:3ub0){#intr0015}) consists of one nsp8 (shaded green) subunit and two nsp7 subunits (orange and blue). The nsp8 subunit adopts an nsp8-I conformation.Fig. 4

In contrast to their oligomeric form, the structure of the individual nsp7 and nsp8 subunits is consistent across the structural studies. Nsp7 adopts a globular structure that consists mostly of alpha-helices, both in solution and in the nsp7+8 crystal ([@bib0230], [@bib0675]). Nsp8 can adopt a golf club-like shape that is present in a 'straight' (nsp8-I) and 'bent' (nsp8-II) conformation. Both forms are present in the hexadecameric nsp7+8 complex ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}B and C), but only the 'straight' form of nsp8 is seen in the FCoV nsp7+8 complex ([@bib0640]) ([Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}D). Inside the ring structure, SARS-CoV nsp7 and nsp8 interact extensively, with nsp7 likely stabilising the framework of interlinking nsp8 subunits ([@bib0675]). Although SARS-CoV nsp8 can assemble into oligomers in the absence of nsp7 ([@bib0560], [@bib0675]), ([@bib0230], [@bib0640], [@bib0675]), nsp7+8 complexes were found to have a higher RNA binding affinity than nsp8 oligomers alone ([@bib0560]) and mutations in nsp7 affect the RNA binding ability of the nsp7+8 complex ([@bib0520]).

In multiple earlier studies, nsp7 and nsp8 were also shown to co-purify or interact with nsp12 ([@bib0225], [@bib0605]). In 2014, Subissi et al. discovered that an unknown form of the nsp7+8 complex can interact with nsp12-strep and increase the processivity of its primer-dependent polymerase activity several orders of magnitude ([@bib0520]). In the presence of Mg^2+^, the nsp7+8+12 tripartite complex was also able to initiate RNA synthesis *de novo* on a 339-nt long fragment representing the 3′-terminal part of the viral genome ([@bib0520]). Interestingly, the efficiency of the polymerase reaction was improved by creating a physical link between the nsp7 and nsp8 subunits in the form of a 6- or 12-amino acid linker (nsp7L8), which suggests that nsp7+8 complex formation on the template is a rate-limiting step ([@bib0520]). Subissi et al. also found that the nsp7L8+12-strep complex had a higher RNA binding affinity than nsp7L8 or nsp12-strep alone, of which the latter was unable to bind to the RNA template ([@bib0520]). Unfortunately, no direct comparison was made between nsp7+8 and nsp7L8, so it is unclear whether the nsp7+8+12-strep complex behaves in a similar fashion.

Mutagenesis of SARS-CoV nsp8 within the context of the nsp7+8+12 complex resulted in the identification of residues that are important for the interaction between nsp8 and nsp12 (nsp8 P183 and nsp8 R190). As in studies on nsp8 alone and the nsp7+8 complex, residue K58, which is fully conserved among members of the *Coronaviridae* family, was found to be involved in the binding of the RNA template. In line with their observed roles in the complex, each of these three mutations also inactivated the primer-dependent and *de novo* activity of the nsp7+8+12 complex *in vitro* and resulted in a non-viable virus phenotype when reverse-engineered into the SARS-CoV genome ([@bib0520]). By contrast to the above three mutations, only limited correlation between the biochemical and the reverse genetics data was observed for other mutations in nsp8, suggesting that the role of nsp7 and nsp8 in the RTC is more complex than the *in vitro* experiments will have us believe. Nsp8 mutants D52A or K82A, which were found to cripple the nsp7+8 activity *in vitro* ([@bib0560]) and viral RNA synthesis in cell culture ([@bib0520]), did not affect nsp7+8+12 complex formation or the primer extension activity of the nsp7+8+12 complex. This suggests that the RdRp activity of nsp7+8 as observed by te Velthuis et al. is not involved in the primer-extension activity of the nsp7+8+12 complex, which provides support for the hypothesis that nsp7+8 acts as a processivity factor. However, the ability of nsp8 mutants D52A and D82A to support *de novo* initiation on the 3′ terminus of the viral genome in the context of the nsp7+8+12 complex has not yet been tested.

Mutagenesis of D760 in motif C of SARS-CoV nsp12 RdRp domain ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C) resulted in an inactive complex that showed no primer-extension and, rather surprisingly, no *de novo* initiation activity on the 3′ terminus of the viral genome. In light of the previous biochemical studies on nsp8 and nsp12, it is difficult to interpret this result. On the one hand, it suggests that only nsp12 can actively catalyse RNA synthesis, while nsp7 and nsp8 are merely present as co-factors. On the other hand, it is presently just as likely that nsp12 is a dominant factor in the nsp7+8+12 complex, which regulates the primase and elongation activities of nsp8, or that nsp7+8+12 is still an incomplete or incorrectly assembled complex. In turn, the lack of one or more additional (protein or RNA) factors may prevent us from seeing consistency between the biochemical responses of the polymerase complex *in vitro* and the functionality of the RTC in the infected cell. Clearly, both the role of nsp8 (primase and/or processivity factor?) and the initiation mechanism employed by nsp12 require further study.

7. The elusive *in vitro* RNA polymerase activity of AV nsp9 {#sec0035}
============================================================

To our knowledge, attempts to achieve *in vitro* activity of an AV RdRp have only been made using EAV nsp9. By contrast to SARS-CoV nsp12, recombinant EAV nsp9 with a C-terminal His-tag could be stably expressed to high levels in *E. coli* and readily purified ([@bib0030], [@bib0275]). Beerens et al. reported that recombinant EAV nsp9 is capable of *de novo* initiation of RNA synthesis on homopolymeric templates (poly(C) and poly(U)). However, no activity was found when an RNA template representing the 3′-terminal part of the viral genome was provided or when a primer was hybridized to the template ([@bib0030]). On the homopolymeric templates, RNA synthesis required the presence of Mn^2+^, but it could be stimulated by Mg^2+^ if Mn^2+^ was present. Although no active site mutant was tested in the initial EAV nsp9 study, the *de novo* initiation on the poly(U) template was repeated in a subsequent study with a wild-type (wt) EAV nsp9 and D445A motif A mutant. In these assays, the D445A mutant showed a significantly reduced activity compared to the wt control ([@bib0555]). Unfortunately, more recent efforts using the same T7-driven expression construct failed to reproduce these observations regarding the activity of nsp9 ([@bib0275]). Sufficient C-terminally His~6~-tagged nsp9 could be purified, but after extensive mutation of the conserved motif A and C aspartates the protein preparations continued to show *de novo* and primer-dependent polymerase activities on both RNA and DNA templates ([@bib0275]). It was thus concluded that contaminating trace amounts of T7 RNA polymerase may have produced these results. To alleviate this problem, nsp9 was expressed in a T7 polymerase-free *E. coli* system that had previously been used to express a C-terminally tagged nsp12 with a native N-terminus ([@bib0550]). Unfortunately, this recombinant version of nsp9 showed no *de novo* polymerase activity, while the primer-dependent and terminal transferase activities were insensitive to replacement of the conserved motif A and C aspartates ([@bib0275]). It must therefore be concluded that, as for SARS-CoV nsp12, the activity of nsp9 likely is very weak and sensitive to the purification or assay conditions, and that -- by analogy with CoV nsp12 -- other co-factors may be required to stimulate its activity. However, preliminary experiments in which RdRp assays with recombinant EAV nsp9 were supplemented with several small products from the nsp6-8 region of pp1a failed to activate RNA synthesis *in vitro* ([@bib0275]).

8. The nidovirus-specific domain at the N-terminus of the RdRp-containing subunit: NiRAN {#sec0040}
========================================================================================

It has long been recognized that the nidovirus replicase subunit that harbours the RdRp domain has an unusually large N-terminal extension that does not seem to be part of the RdRp domain itself. No viral or cellular homologues have been identified thus far, and even within the order *Nidovirales* the level of conservation of this domain is very limited, which long hampered attempts to deduce a possible function and/or activity by using bioinformatics tools. In a recent study that combined extensive bioinformatics analysis, biochemical studies and reverse genetics, a nucleotidylation activity was assigned to this domain, which was named NiRAN ([@bib0265]). The domain is only present in nidoviruses and, in addition to a unique zinc-binding domain (ZBD) that is associated with the nidovirus helicase ([@bib0125]), is considered to be a second universal genetic marker for this virus order, and the first with an enzymatic activity. Despite limited sequence conservation and significant size differences, from ∼220 residues in AV to over 300 residues in CoV, three motifs were identified: A~N~, B~N~ and C~N~ (the subscript N for the NiRAN domain was added to discriminate them from the conserved RdRp domain motifs). Together these contain only seven residues that are absolutely conserved among nidoviruses ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). There is a marked size difference in the spacing between NiRAN domain motifs B~N~ and C~N~ when comparing AV with all other nidovirus lineages: these motifs are adjacent in AV, but separated by 40--60 residues in other nidoviruses. The C-terminal border of the domain could not be defined with certainty leaving room for the presence of a third domain of ∼50 or ∼175 amino acids for AV and CoV, respectively, that may connect the NiRAN and RdRp domains ([@bib0265]).

Nucleotidylation activity was shown for recombinant EAV nsp9, expressed in and purified from *E. coli*. Incubation of the protein with \[α-^32^P\]GTP or \[α-^32^P\]UTP, but not \[γ-^32^P\]-labelled nucleotides, resulted in labelling of nsp9 itself, which was attributed to the covalent binding of monophosphate nucleotides while releasing pyrophosphate ([@bib0265]). This reaction was Mn^2+^-dependent and displayed a 5-fold stronger affinity for UTP over GTP as a substrate. Most likely a phosphoamide bond is formed between the nucleotide and a conserved lysine in motif A~N~ (K54 in EAV nsp9). Mutagenesis of conserved residues in motifs A~N~, B~N~ or C~N~ resulted in less than 10% *in vitro* activity for all but the K106A mutant, which confirmed the association of the nucleotidylation activity with the N-terminal domain of nsp9. A D445A mutation in motif A of the nsp9 RdRp domain only moderately affected nucleotidylation, strengthening the notion that this activity is associated with the NiRAN domain. For both EAV nsp9 and SARS-CoV nsp12, it was shown that the NiRAN domain is essential for viral replication: reverse engineered mutants with substitutions in the motifs of the NiRAN domain were either non-viable or crippled, in which case they mostly reverted back to the wt sequence ([@bib0265]).

Despite convincing evidence for the nucleotidylation activity of EAV nsp9, this activity is yet to be demonstrated for CoVs and other members of the order *Nidovirales*. In addition, the role of this activity in the nidovirus replicative cycle remains unknown. Given its covalent linkage to the RdRp domain, it has been suggested that NiRAN is important for RNA synthesis, in analogy to the N-terminal domain of the RdRp of double-stranded RNA viruses ([@bib0540], [@bib0645]). It may also add to the stability of the NiRAN and RdRp-containing replicase subunit, as suggested by the inability to express EAV nsp9 when the N-terminal domain is deleted ([@bib0030]). While an RdRp mutation moderately influenced NiRAN nucleotidylation, it was unfortunately not possible to study the effect of NiRAN mutations on AV RNA polymerase activity, as a robust *in vitro* assay remains to be developed (see above). Yet, given the integration of the two domains in a single replicase subunit, structural and/or functional crosstalk between the NiRAN and the RdRp domain is a likely scenario.

So far, three possible functions have been proposed for the nucleotidylation activity of the NiRAN domain in nidoviral replication ([@bib0265]). The first is a role in the ligation of yet to be identified RNA molecules based on the domain's ability to covalently bind nucleotide monophosphates, one of the steps of the universal ligation mechanism ([@bib0455]). A second is a possible role in the 5′ capping of mRNAs, while a third possibility is that the NiRAN domain is involved in facilitating protein-primed RNA synthesis, similar to the use of a uridylated VpG primer by picornaviruses ([@bib0370]). Each of these hypotheses has been discussed in more detail by [@bib0265], but since all three require additional assumptions about nidovirus RNA synthesis they are still highly speculative. Moreover, based on the extent of divergent evolution within the NiRAN domain it cannot be excluded that the enzyme performs different roles in different nidoviruses ([@bib0265]).

9. Faithful nidovirus replication and transcription *in vitro* and the involvement of other co-factors {#sec0045}
======================================================================================================

The core of the nidovirus RTC likely consists of the RdRp domain-containing nsp and other viral RNA-binding proteins, like nsp7-10 and nsp13-16 in the case of CoVs. In the infected cell, these subunits assemble into a membrane-bound complex that is associated with a network of modified host membranes, presumably derived from the endoplasmic reticulum (reviewed in ([@bib0200], [@bib0350], [@bib0600])). An alternative approach to assay nidovirus RNA synthesis *in vitro,* without the use of purified recombinant proteins, is based on the isolation of the membrane-associated RTCs from infected cells ([@bib0585], [@bib0590]). To prepare RTCs for this *in vitro* RNA synthesis assay (IVRA), infected cells are mechanically disrupted and fractionated by centrifugation. Low speed centrifugation steps yield a post-nuclear supernatant (PNS), from which nuclei, large debris and remaining intact cells have been removed. The synthesis of SARS-CoV and EAV genome and sg mRNAs can be readily reproduced using such a PNS supplemented with \[α-^32^P\]-CTP, Mg^2+^ and an ATP-generating system.

Additional fractionation of the PNS, during which the RTC-containing membranes were separated from the cytosol fraction by a high-force centrifugation step, revealed that a soluble host factor is required for CoV and AV *in vitro* RNA synthesis ([@bib0585], [@bib0590]). Further characterization of this host factor using EAV RTCs showed that it has a mass ranging from 59 to 70 kDa, that it is conserved among animals, but not lower eukaryotes, and that it can be added to inactive RTC preparations in the form of a cytosolic fraction that was extracted from uninfected cells. Presently, the exact nature of this host factor remains unknown ([@bib0585]) and it may also not be the only host factor required for nidovirus RNA synthesis. Protein-protein ([@bib0390]) and protein-RNA interaction studies, focusing on the 5′ and 3′ termini of the genome as putative targets ([@bib0170], [@bib0505], [@bib0535]), have suggested that a number of host factors, such as poly(A)-binding protein (PABP), are critical components of the CoV RTC as well. Similarly, yeast 2-hybrid (Y2H) and mammalian 2-hybrid (M2H) experiments ([@bib0225], [@bib0355], [@bib0415], [@bib0605]), pull down assays or co-purifications (*e.g.* ([@bib0050], [@bib0225], [@bib0520], [@bib0525], [@bib0605])) and co-crystallization studies (e.g. ([@bib0120], [@bib0300], [@bib0675])) have implicated several additional CoV nsps and the nucleocapsid (N) protein as potential viral co-factors of the RNA polymerase. For the AV PRRSV, using different technical approaches, multiple host proteins that appear to interact with nsp9 were identified, although it remains to be studied whether they directly bind to the RdRp domain of the protein and affect its function(s) in RNA synthesis ([@bib0130], [@bib0280], [@bib0295]). Since the exact role of these (presumed) host and viral co-factors of the nidovirus RNA polymerase remains to be explored, we will now focus on two proteins whose role in nidovirus RNA synthesis has been defined in more detail: AV nsp1 and CoV nsp14.

10. Making the RdRp switch from continuous into discontinuous mode: AV nsp1 {#sec0050}
===========================================================================

In infected cells, the nidoviral genome and sg mRNAs are all produced with a specific relative abundance and it is poorly understood how the RNA polymerase is controlled to maintain these ratios. As outlined in the introduction, each sg mRNA is produced from a subgenome-length complement ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"} ), which derives from a process of discontinuous minus strand RNA synthesis ([@bib0425], [@bib0435]). Whereas continuous minus strand synthesis produces the full-length template (anti-genome) for genome replication, discontinuous minus-stranded RNA synthesis yields a nested set of shorter templates for sg mRNA production (reviewed in ([@bib0365], [@bib0430], [@bib0495]). In most nidovirus families, including AVs and CoVs, the sg mRNAs consist of sequences that are non-contiguous in the viral genome: a common 5′ 'leader' sequence is attached to different 'body' segments representing a variable part of the 3′-proximal region of the genome ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}A). The joining of leader- and body-encoding sequences occurs during discontinuous minus strand RNA synthesis ([Fig. 5](#fig0025){ref-type="fig"}). Following initiation of minus strand RNA synthesis, which invariably occurs at the genomic 3′ end, a unique mechanism of 'polymerase jumping' forms the basis for leader-to-body joining. This step appears to be primarily directed by TRSs, the short conserved sequence motifs that are present in the genomic template both at the 3′ end of the leader sequence and at the 5′ end of each of the sg mRNA bodies. When minus strand RNA synthesis has been attenuated at a body TRS, the body TRS complement, which forms the 3′ end of the nascent minus strand, can base pair with the genomic leader TRS to direct re-initiation of RNA synthesis. Subsequently, the subgenome-length minus strand is completed by addition of the complement of the genomic leader sequence. The importance of (−)TRS-(+)TRS base pairing was probed and confirmed extensively by site-directed mutagenesis and reverse genetics for both AVs and CoVs (reviewed in ([@bib0365], [@bib0430], [@bib0495]). In addition to TRS base pairing, higher-order RNA structure likely co-determines the relative efficiency of different TRSs in nidovirus transcription, which mechanistically resembles the process of copy-choice RNA recombination, as it is thought to commonly occur among +RNA viruses ([@bib0360], [@bib0500], [@bib0660]).Fig. 5**Nidovirus RNA synthesis**. Model for replication and transcription using a hypothetical genome encoding three sg mRNAs. The top half of the scheme depicts the replication of the genome from a full-length minus-strand intermediate (antigenome). The bottom half illustrates how minus-strand RNA synthesis can be attenuated at a body TRS (+B), after which the nascent minus strand, having a body TRS complement (−B) at its 3′ end, is redirected to the leader TRS (+L) near the 5′ end of the genome. Guided by a base-pairing interaction between the −B and +L sequences, RNA synthesis is resumed to add the anti-leader sequence to each nascent subgenome-length minus strand. Subsequently, the latter serves as template to produce a sg mRNA. The RdRp complexes engaged in replication and transcription may differ, as transcription-specific regulatory protein factors, like EAV nsp1, have been described ([@bib0345]). For further details, see text. Adapted from ([@bib0470]).Fig. 5

The above strongly suggests that nidovirus replication and transcription are competing for common factors, like the RNA polymerase, and that the balance between continuous and discontinuous minus strand RNA synthesis must be regulated. In addition to regulatory RNA signals like the TRSs, specific replicase subunits may interact with the RNA polymerase to influence its behaviour on the genomic template. Solid support for this hypothesis was obtained in the EAV model, in particular for the nsp1 "transcription factor" and the nsp10 helicase. Specific mutations in these two subunits can (nearly) completely inactivate transcription ([@bib0345], [@bib0445], [@bib0575], [@bib0580]), with significant upregulation of genome replication being a prominent and striking side-effect. EAV nsp1 was concluded to control the levels at which the genome-length and different subgenome-length minus strand templates accumulate in the infected cell ([@bib0345]). The N-terminal zinc finger domain of nsp1 is important for this function, but also mutations in other nsp1 domains can strongly influence transcription ([@bib0345], [@bib0575]). Nsp1 mutagenesis and pseudorevertant analysis provided genetic evidence that a balanced ratio between replication and transcription, and also between individual sg mRNA species, is vital to the virus ([@bib0345]). However, it remains unclear how AV nsp1 interacts with e.g. the network of TRS signals, the viral RNA polymerase (AV nsp9), or the helicase (AV nsp10), which has also been implicated in transcriptional control ([@bib0125], [@bib0270]). The protein could *e.g.* modulate RTC stalling at body TRSs, nascent minus strand transfer to the leader TRS or reinitiation of RNA synthesis following (−)TRS-(+)TRS base pairing. Studies aiming to detect AV nsp1-nsp9 or nsp1-nsp10 interactions have not been successful so far, but it is conceivable that such complexes are short-lived. Clearly, a robust *in vitro* AV RdRp assay could be a ground-breaking tool to explore attenuation during minus-strand RNA synthesis, TRS base pairing and the role of regulatory protein factors like AV nsp1 and nsp10.

The composition of the RNA-synthesizing complexes that other nidoviruses employ for replication and transcription has not yet been studied in great detail. Their much larger genome size than the AV genome clearly provides ample grounds to speculate that they may encode mechanisms and factors that are lacking in the AV system. Still, thus far only a few studies have suggested the existence of CoV "transcription factors" with an impact resembling that of AV nsp1. A point mutation in the helicase (nsp13) of the CoV infectious bronchitis virus was reported to cause a specific block in transcription ([@bib0160]), but this observation has not been followed up in more detail for any CoV thus far. More recently, N protein phosphorylation by the host kinase GSK-3 was reported to affect the relative abundance of MHV mRNAs in infected cells ([@bib0635]). Inhibition of GSK-3 was found to reduce the accumulation of MHV genome and longer, but not shorter, sg mRNAs, a result that could be reproduced upon the siRNA-mediated knockdown of the cellular helicase DDX1, which was found to interact with the phosphorylated form of the N protein. Recruitment of DDX1 may play a role in suppressing the attenuation of minus strand RNA synthesis at body TRSs, thus increasing the production of templates for the subsequent synthesis of the longer sg mRNAs and the viral genome. A mechanistic difference among different nidovirus lineages that has emerged is the lack of a common leader sequence in the sg mRNAs of some groups ([@bib0095], [@bib0595]). Clearly other differences may exist, but the attenuation of minus strand RNA synthesis to produce subgenome-length templates for mRNA synthesis does appear to be a conserved nidovirus feature, with a clear mechanistic connection to the processivity and other features of the RTC.

11. Polymerase fidelity and nucleotide excision by the CoV nsp14-ExoN exoribonuclease {#sec0055}
=====================================================================================

The discovery that a CoV was the causative agent of the SARS epidemic, inspired a renewed bioinformatics analysis and led to the identification of five previously unknown RNA processing enzymes in the CoV genome ([@bib0480]). One of them is a 3′-to-5′ exoribonuclease (ExoN) residing in the N-terminal domain of nsp14, which also contains a C-terminal N7-methyl transferase domain ([@bib0070]). This ExoN domain is present in all nidoviruses with a genome size above 20 kb (corona-, toro-, roni-, and mesoniviruses, but not arteriviruses; ([@bib0480], [@bib0250]). This correlation between genome size and the presence of ExoN triggered the hypothesis that the enzyme may have been acquired to assist the RNA polymerase in achieving sufficient replication fidelity to support the unusually large genome size of the ExoN-encoding nidoviruses. By analogy with the 3′-to-5′ exonuclease domain of DNA polymerases, it was speculated that ExoN provides some kind of error correction mechanism ([@bib0480]). The Mg^2+^- or Mn^2+^-dependent 3′-to-5′ exoribonuclease activity of recombinant SARS-CoV nsp14 could indeed be confirmed *in vitro* on double-stranded and single-stranded RNA templates ([@bib0325]). Subsequently, Bouvet et al. discovered that the *in vitro* exoribonuclease activity of nsp14 can be stimulated more than 35-fold by addition of nsp10, a small ORF1a-encoded protein that also interacts with nsp16 to enhance that subunit's 2′-*O*-methyl transferase activity, which is involved in CoV mRNA cap modification ([@bib0045]). The preferred substrates of the nsp10+14 exoribonuclease complex *in vitro* are double-stranded RNAs with or without a 3′-terminal mismatch, while RNA duplexes with longer stretches of mismatching nucleotides were found to be degraded less efficiently ([@bib0045]).

Experimental support for the hypothesis that the ExoN domain of nsp14 influences the fidelity of CoV RNA synthesis was first obtained using an MHV ExoN knockout mutant (carrying a D89A/E91A double mutation in conserved exoribonuclease motif I ([@bib0480], [@bib0700])), which was crippled but viable. This mutant displayed a mutator phenotype and -- compared to the wt control -- it accumulated ∼15-fold more neutral mutations during serial passaging ([@bib0140]). This mutator phenotype was confirmed for SARS-CoV, with the corresponding ExoN mutant accumulating about 20 times more mutations, which were randomly distributed across the genome ([@bib0145], [@bib0190]). Although these two ExoN knockout mutants replicate more slowly, they have proven to be remarkably stable ([@bib0145], [@bib0140]). In line with the hypothesis that ExoN catalyses the excision of 3′-terminal mismatched nucleotides during RNA synthesis, the MHV ExoN knockout mutant was more sensitive to the mutagenic nucleoside analogue 5-FU ([@bib0460]).

The recently solved crystal structure of the SARS-CoV nsp10+14 complex revealed that nsp14 folds into two separate domains, with residues 1--287 and 288--527 forming the N-terminal ExoN and C-terminal N7-methyl transferase domains, respectively ([@bib0300]). A single nsp10 molecule interacts with the ExoN domain of nsp14, which supports the available biochemical data that nsp10 only activates ribonuclease activity ([@bib0040], [@bib0045]). Despite the presence of two unusual zinc fingers on the surface of the ExoN domain, the core structure of the enzyme is similar to that of members of the DEDD exonuclease superfamily. CoV ExoN contains five catalytic residues (D90, E92, E191, H268 and D273 in SARS-CoV), and the enzyme was classified into the subgroup of the so-called DEDDh exonucleases ([@bib0300]), with E191 replacing a D residue that is conserved in other members of the superfamily. A direct interaction of SARS-CoV nsp14 with nsp12 was observed in pull-down assays ([@bib0225]) and the protein could also be co-purified with the nsp7+8+12 tripartite complex ([@bib0520]). This multi-nsp complex was found capable of performing all the known enzymatic activities of its subunits, *i.e.* N7-MTase, RdRp and ExoN, suggesting that the nsps involved may cooperate in the large CoV RTC during viral RNA-synthesis ([@bib0520]). Nucleotide excision by ExoN presumably occurs during RNA replication, likely following a strand transfer between the nsp12 RdRp domain and the nsp14 ExoN domain after a mismatching nucleotide has been incorporated ([@bib0045], [@bib0520]). The structural and biochemical information obtained for nsp14 thus far provides an excellent basis to explore the function(s) and control of the unique nidoviral ExoN enzyme, and in particular its interactions with the RNA polymerase.

Given the stable viable phenotype of the ExoN domain knockout mutants in MHV and SARS-CoV, it is remarkable that similar mutants could not be recovered for two distantly related CoVs: human CoV-229E (HCoV-229E) and transmissible gastroenteritis virus (TGEV) ([@bib0025], [@bib0325]). Although this may be a specific characteristic of the CoV cluster (genus alphacoronavirus) to which they belong, these findings may also reflect the complexity of the functions that nsp14 fulfills during CoV replication. In this respect, it is also noteworthy that ExoN mutations in TGEV, HCoV-229E and MHV have been reported to influence viral replication and transcription ([@bib0025], [@bib0140], [@bib0325]) and that the phenotype of ExoN knockout mutants can be strongly influenced by the innate immune response of the host cell ([@bib0025]).

12. Inhibitors of nidovirus RNA polymerase activity {#sec0060}
===================================================

The targeting of viral polymerases has been successfully applied as a therapeutic strategy to counter a number of DNA and RNA viruses. For RNA viruses, which generally evolve resistance mutations easily due to their high mutation frequency, polymerase inhibitors are commonly administered as part of a cocktail with drugs that target other viral or even host functions. Such combination therapies have now become the basis for the successful treatment of infections with human immunodeficiency virus and hepatitis C virus ([@bib0015], [@bib0310], [@bib0340], [@bib0410], [@bib0670]).

The development of RNA polymerase inhibitors involves either the (structure-based) design of nucleoside analogues that are recognized by the polymerase and incorporated into the viral RNA genome or the screening for or designing of small molecules that inhibit nucleotide synthesis by binding to the RNA polymerase and prevent it from functioning properly. Nucleoside analogues can inhibit viral replication directly when their incorporation leads to chain termination. Alternatively, the analogue can affect viral replication indirectly by inducing so-called 'lethal mutagenesis' when the incorporation of a mutagen into nascent RNAs increases the viral mutation rate, leading to the accumulation of (too many) mutations in the viral genome, and the extinction of the virus. The inhibition of poliovirus replication by treatment with ribavirin (RBV), which is both an adenosine and guanosine analogue, is believed to mainly occur *via* the latter mechanism ([@bib0105], [@bib0100]).

The combination of RBV and IFN-α2a or IFN-β1a is one of the experimental treatment options for MERS patients, despite disappointing results obtained with RBV treatment during the SARS epidemic in 2003--2004 ([@bib0245]). As in SARS patients, high mortality rates in comparison with untreated patients are also reported for MERS patients, but the study outcomes are difficult to compare due to significant differences in study design (for a review, see ([@bib0330])). *In vitro* and in small animal models, however, RBV in combination with IFN has been shown to inhibit MERS-CoV infection ([@bib0060], [@bib0150], [@bib0155]). The inhibition of CoV replication in cell culture by RBV alone has been investigated repeatedly for SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV and other CoVs (FCoV, PEDV) and was found to be highly variable ([@bib0065], [@bib0085], [@bib0090], [@bib0205], [@bib0260], [@bib0335], [@bib0510], [@bib0530], [@bib0625]). The results of these cell culture-based studies need to be interpreted with caution as the uptake of RBV by several cell lines, including the frequently used African green monkey kidney (Vero) cells, is known to be inefficient ([@bib0215], [@bib0450]). Furthermore, other mechanisms of virus inhibition by RBV have been reported that do not involve the direct targeting of the virus by incorporation of triphosphorylated RBV into nascent RNA ([@bib0020]). Recently it was shown that decreased CoV replication mainly results from inhibition of inosine-5′-monophosphate dehydrogenase (IMPDH) by ribavirin monophosphate and the subsequent lowering of cellular GTP pools ([@bib0240], [@bib0465]). This mechanism of action may also explain the inhibition of AV (PRRSV) replication by RBV treatment, which was not accompanied by an increased mutation frequency ([@bib0240]). In summary, it remains questionable if the incorporation of RBV-triphosphate is the mechanism of action for the inhibition of the nidovirus replication.

In the case of CoVs, also the nucleotide excision activity of the nsp14 ExoN domain may contribute to the insensitivity of viral RNA synthesis to mutagenic nucleotide analogues, provided that the ExoN domain can detect the subtle chemical differences between these compounds and regular NTPs. In line with this hypothesis, inactivation of MHV and SARS-CoV ExoN activity dramatically increased (up to 300-fold) the sensitivity to the mutagen 5-FU ([@bib0460]). Deep sequencing of RNA produced by wt SARS-CoV in the presence of 5-FU revealed an increase in the frequency of mutagen-associated A-to-G and U-to-C transitions, indicating that 5-FU-monophosphate was incorporated into the viral genome even in the presence of ExoN activity. However, such mutations were more frequently found in the RNA produced under similar conditions by an ExoN knockout mutant ([@bib0460]). The observation that even the wt virus incorporates 5-FU is consistent with the finding that nsp12 RdRp domain mutations (see above) can improve the selectivity of the viral RNA polymerase for 5-FU incorporation ([@bib0440]).

Although the nsp14 ExoN activity may interfere with the effectiveness of using nucleoside analogues to inhibit CoV RNA synthesis, recently three such compounds were reported to inhibit CoV replication. Two of these were originally identified as filovirus RdRp inhibitors, but were found to display broad-spectrum activity against a range of RNA viruses including CoVs. The adenosine analogue BCX4430 inhibits CoV-induced cell death with an EC~50~ (half maximal effective concentration) of 58 and 68 μM for MERS- and SARS-CoV, respectively ([@bib0610]), whereas GS-5734, an adenosine monophosphate analogue, proved to be strikingly efficient at inhibiting MERS-CoV replication with an EC~50~ of 0.34 μM ([@bib0615]). The third compound with anti-CoV activity is a so-called flexible purine base analogue (fleximer), combined with the acyclic sugar moiety of acyclovir, which was capable of inhibiting HCoV-NL63 and MERS-CoV (but not SARS-CoV) replication with EC~50~ values of 9 and 23--25 μM, respectively, while acyclovir was inactive ([@bib0385]).

The IVRA, as developed for SARS-CoV and EAV and described above, may prove to be an alternative approach to probe the mechanism of action of polymerase inhibitors. For example, using these assays, Zn^2+^ was previously identified as an inhibitor of RNA synthesis for both viruses, presumably by interfering with initiation (EAV) or elongation (SARS-CoV) ([@bib0555]).

In conclusion, a number of nucleoside analogues have been reported to be able to inhibit CoV replication in cell culture. However, evidence that any of these targets the CoV polymerase directly is still lacking, as biochemical assays with purified nsp12 and the triphosphate versions of these compounds remain to be performed. In addition, none of these inhibitors has been tested in animal experiments or moved forward to preclinical development. Clearly, more details on the structure and function of the CoV polymerase could accelerate the development of this type of anti-CoV drugs, which should definitely be part of our first line of defense against emerging CoV infections.

13. Conclusion and outlook {#sec0065}
==========================

The order *Nidovirales* includes a number of important human and animal pathogens, some of which have caused considerable societal unrest and economic damage over the past decades. Unraveling how these important RNA viruses replicate and transcribe their genome is crucial for understanding nidovirus biology and the discovery of drugs for the prevention or treatment of nidovirus infections. Dissecting nidovirus RNA synthesis means unraveling the structure and function of the viral RTC and its core enzyme, the RNA polymerase. Nidovirus RTCs must handle and replicate exceptionally large RNA genomes and secure the production of a set of sg mRNAs, which are needed for the expression of their structural and accessory proteins. Possibly because of this complexity, the nidovirus RdRp-encoding subunit possesses unique features, like the presence of the N-terminally linked NiRAN domain with nucleotidylation activity. Overall, however, the nidovirus RTC, which is associated with modified intracellular membranes, is poorly understood nor do we know its exact composition in terms of viral and host components.

So far, attempts to develop *in vitro* assays using purified recombinant polymerases have produced largely contradictory results for both EAV and SARS-CoV, the only two nidoviruses for which experimental data is currently available. The addition of other nsps as co-factors (nsp7 and nsp8) in the *in vitro* CoV polymerase assays appears to offer a promising avenue for further studies and, eventually, assays for inhibitor screening. Besides the further development of robust *in vitro* polymerase assays, preferable also for the AV polymerase, several key questions remain to be answered, including (i) how do nidovirus RNA polymerases initiate RNA synthesis?; (ii) how do the ExoN and RdRp domains work together to promote polymerase fidelity?; (iii) what is the function of the conserved NiRAN domain? (iv) how is the switch from transcription to replication controlled at the molecular level?; and (v) what is the composition and structure of the RTC? In addition, three steps in the nidovirus replication cycle require the viral genome as a template: the translation of the replicase gene, the synthesis of the anti-genome (template for replication) and the production of a set of subgenome-length minus strands (templates for transcription). In order to successfully produce new infectious virus particles, these events need to be coordinated and must be tightly regulated. Some regulation may be spatial (replication *vs* translation), other forms of regulation are most likely determined by specific RNA sequences and/or the conformation of the 5′- and 3′-terminal sequences of the viral RNA. How these signals affect the activity of the RNA polymerase and other RTC subunits merits further investigation.

A full understanding of the mechanisms underlying the faithful replication of the nidovirus genome will prove valuable given the unique position nidoviruses occupy in the RNA virus world. This information will deepen our understanding of the evolutionary process that has produced these unusually complex RNA virus genomes, and may aid in finding ways to combat current and future emerging nidovirus infections.
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